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Purpose of the report 

1. The purpose of this report is to provide supplementary information to the Staff Reply 

Report and the Reply Report Tracked Changes Version of the Plan.   

Supplementary information 

Policy D.5.9 

Author: Michael Payne 

2. In paragraph 293 of the Staff Reply Report  I expressed concern about how clause 

D.5.9(2) would apply to existing moorings. My concern was centred on how the ‘no more 

than minor adverse effects test’ in clause 2 would affect existing moorings associated 

with properties that are only accessible by water. It is my understanding that some of 

these properties, such as those on Moturoa Island (Kerikeri Inlet) have multiple moorings 

to provide safe access to vessels in a variety of conditions. It is possible that the ‘no 

more than minor adverse effects’ test could result in some moorings being removed 

which could affect safety, in certain weather conditions. In my opinion, this is an 

undesirable and unintended consequence of the proposed policy. Although this is only 

likely to affect a small number of moorings I recommend that the policy is amended to 

provide an exclusion from clause D.5.9(2) where the mooring is required to provide safe 

access to and from the property.  

3. While my concern is for existing moorings I believe a similar approach should be taken 

for new moorings where they are required for safety reasons.  

4. I have drafted amendments to Policy D.5.9(2) for the Hearing Panel’s consideration 

below:   

Moorings outside Mooring Zones Moorings outside Mooring Zones Moorings outside Mooring Zones Moorings outside Mooring Zones  

Moorings outside Mooring Zones that require resource consent must:  

… 

2)  not by themselves itself or in combination with existing moorings in the same bay or 

inlet, result in more than minor adverse effects, unless;  
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a)  the mooring is associated with a property that is only legally accessible by water 

and the mooring is necessary to provide for the safety of people or the vessel, 

and1
 

… 

Appendix H.3 

Author: Michael Payne 

5. Submissions from the Bio-energy Association and Fonterra Co-Operative Group sought 

changes to Appendix H.3 of the Proposed Plan to make calculating chimney heights 

simpler.  

6. The original submission from Fonterra Co-Operative Group stated; 

Fonterra generally supports the permitted activity rule for discharges of contaminants to 

air for energy generation. 

However, Fonterra has concerns about criterion (4) of Rule C.7.1.6 which requires the 

chimney height to be calculated in accordance with Appendix H.3. The calculation method 

proposed in Appendix H.3 is overly complex. Fonterra request that a simpler table is used, 

such as that contained in the Canterbury Air Regional Plan (see page 8-17 of the 

Canterbury Air Regional Plan). 

7. The original submission from the bio-energy association stated;  

… some aspects appear unnecessary and are going to result in some very high chimneys 

indeed. It is a very different approach to other regions such as Nelson and Canterbury for 

the same thing. It will result in crazy chimneys for natural gas burning equipment. 

Bioenergy Association would like to see a more common approach across all regions. 

8. I agree that a simpler approach to calculating chimney heights would be beneficial. To 

that end, staff have been working with Pattle Delamore Partners Ltd (PDP Ltd) to 

develop a tabular set of chimney heights for the burning appliance specified in rule 

C.7.1.6.  

9. PDP has undertaken a dispersion modelling assessment using a steady state Gaussian 

plume model (AERMOD ) to test potential air quality effects of various burning 

appliances and fuel types.  A copy of PDP’s report is included as Appendix A to this 

report.  

                                                

1 Clarification 
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10. I recommend the text in Appendix H.3 of the Proposed Regional Plan for Northland be 

deleted and replaced with the following new text which has been prepared by staff and is 

based on the modeling assessment undertaken by PDP; 

H.3H.3H.3H.3    Stack height requirements Stack height requirements Stack height requirements Stack height requirements  

    

This appendix is sets out the methods complying with the stack height requirements of rule 

C.7.1.6 Burning for energy (electricity and heat) generation more than 40KW – permitted 

activity.   

Fuel burning devices and building must meet the requirements of one of the following 

methods to comply with rule C.7.1.6 (4): 

 

MethodMethodMethodMethod    1:1:1:1:    

 

 The activity must comply with Table 1 and the associated conditions.  

    

Table 1 : Fuel burning devices and building dimensionsTable 1 : Fuel burning devices and building dimensionsTable 1 : Fuel burning devices and building dimensionsTable 1 : Fuel burning devices and building dimensions    

Fuel TypeFuel TypeFuel TypeFuel Type    Fuel Combustion Fuel Combustion Fuel Combustion Fuel Combustion     

Threshold Threshold Threshold Threshold     

(MW)(MW)(MW)(MW)    

Maximum Maximum Maximum Maximum Building Building Building Building 

HeightHeightHeightHeight    

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Maximum Maximum Maximum Maximum     

Building FootprintBuilding FootprintBuilding FootprintBuilding Footprint    

(m(m(m(m2222))))    

Minimum Stack Minimum Stack Minimum Stack Minimum Stack 

Height Above Height Above Height Above Height Above 

Ground LevelGround LevelGround LevelGround Level    

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Coal1 0.04 - 0.5 5 900 18 

Wood2 0.04 - 0.5 5 900 18 

Natural Gas  0.04 -10 5 900 17 

LPG 0.04 -10 5 900 17 

Diesel / Fuel 

Oil3  

0.04 -0.5 5 900 16 

Notes:    

1. The SO2 emission rate was based on a sulphur content of fuel of 1% by weight, and the PM10 emission rate was based on an in-stack 

particulate emission concentration of 250 mg/Nm3 at STP of 0 °C and 1 atmosphere and on a dry gas basis. Stack height based on a building 

corner location. 

2. For untreated wood, and based on in-stack PM10 emission concentration of 250 mg/Nm3 at STP of 0 °C and 1 atmosphere and on a dry gas 

basis.  

3. The SO2 emission rate was based on a sulphur content of fuel of 0.001% (10 ppm) by weight. 

    

Conditions: 

1. The point of discharge is more than 2.5 kilometres from complex terrain2  

    

Method 2Method 2Method 2Method 2    

 

The following requirements are met;  

                                                

2 Complex terrain is terrain heights above the effective height of the exit point of the stack. 
Effective stack height is the sum of the physical height of the top of the stack above ground level plus 

any plume rise due to buoyancy or initial momentum(inertia) of the vertical discharge (minus 
stack-tip or building downwash.  
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1. The stack is designed by a suitably qualified and experienced person, and 

2. The combustion activity is assessed through air dispersion modelling: 

a. Air dispersion modelling is undertaken in accordance with the relevant 

Ministry for the Environment best practice guidelines. 

b.  Air dispersion modelling concludes that the activity will not result in an 

exceedance of the Resource Management (National Environmental Standards 

for Air Quality) Regulations 2004 and the Ministry for the Environment’s 

Ambient Air Quality Guidelines, 2002.   

3. The person or organisation initiating the air dispersion modelling must provide a 

copy of the report detailing how the requirements of clause 2 are met to Council 

within 3 months of the modelling being completed.  

 

Note:  

• Where a Gaussian-plume model is the most appropriate dispersion modelling tool 

Council will generally expect modelling to be undertaken using AERMOD (EPA) or its 

replacement.  

• Where an advanced model is the most appropriate dispersion modelling tool Council 

will generally expect modelling to be undertaken using CALPUF (Scire et al., 2000a) 

or its replacement.     

 

4. The stack heights calculated in accordance with the proposed new wording above are 

likely to be higher than many of the existing stacks that were built to comply with the 

permitted activity rules of the Air Quality Plan 2004. This is a result of the different 

methods of calculating stack height.  

5. Applying the new stack height requirements to existing burning appliances is likely to 

result in non-compliance. The result would be that these businesses would either need 

to upgrade their stack or apply for resource consent.    

6. Advice from Council’s Air Quality Scientist indicates that the class of boiler with stacks 

built in accordance with the Air Quality Plan for Northland present a low risk to air 

quality. In addition, Council receives less than 10 complaints (less than 5% of air 

quality complaints) per year on the discharge from these boilers.  Given the apparent 

low environmental impact of these burning appliances and the potential cost of 

upgrades or resource consents to comply with the new rules, on balance, I 

recommend amending rule C.7.1.6 as follows 

C.7.1.6 C.7.1.6 C.7.1.6 C.7.1.6  

Burning for energy (electricity and heat) generation more than 40KW Burning for energy (electricity and heat) generation more than 40KW Burning for energy (electricity and heat) generation more than 40KW Burning for energy (electricity and heat) generation more than 40KW ––––    permitted activity permitted activity permitted activity permitted activity  

The discharge of contaminants to air from the burning of coal, oil, natural gas, biogas, 

liquid petroleum gas or untreated wood in a burning device of more than 40KW for energy 

generation is a permitted activity provided:  

… 

4) Either: 
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a)   the stack height is calculated in accordance with the chimney height requirements 

in H.3 ‘Chimney height requirements’ and the stack vertical efflux velocity is not 

less than 5m/s, or 

b)  The discharge was authorised at the operative date of this plan and there is no 

increase in the scale or change to the type of the discharge, and  

4) the stack height is calculated in accordance with the chimney height requirements in H.3 

‘Chimney height requirements’, and  

5) the stack vertical efflux velocity is not less than 5m/s, and  

… 

Northport – Significant Ecologial Area 

Author: James Griffin 

11. Upon reflection, my recommendation in paragraph 306 of the Staff Reply Report did 

not provide a conclusive recommendation on whether Northport’s request for removal 

of part of the Significant Ecological Area (SEA) adjacent to their activities at Marsden 

Point was supported by evidence from Mark Poynter. Mark Poynter (Ecologist) 

referred to various ecological values associated with the area concerned, such as eel 

grass being absent, although no actual ecological evidence/data was provided, and 

without this there is little of substance to enable the assessment of significance to be 

changed. I have no concern in principle that new information may prove the values not 

to be significant in that area.   However, without such evidence, I believe any such 

change would create a precedence that non-ecological factors can trump the 

significance criteria. Therefore, in the meantime, I cannot support the Northport 

request and do not recommend the SEA boundary realignment. 

Marine Pest Rule C.1.7.7 

Author: James Griffin 

12. My recommendation in paragraph 276 of the Staff Reply Report to delete C.1.7.1 and 

C.1.7.6 had an unintended consequence of limiting the ability to issue infringement 

notices in relation to marine pests under the RMA.  To remedy this, I now recommend an 

amendment to Rule C.1.7.7 and re-introduction of the Marine pathways places maps, as 

detailed in the attached legal advice (Appendix B), and shown below: 

C.1.7.7C.1.7.7C.1.7.7C.1.7.7    

Marine pests and biofouling Marine pests and biofouling Marine pests and biofouling Marine pests and biofouling ----    nonnonnonnon----complying activitycomplying activitycomplying activitycomplying activity    

Any:  
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1)    Navigation, mooring or anchoring of a vessel or the relocation or placement of a 

structure with a marine pest present; or 

2)  vessel or structure entering Northland’s coastal marine area that has biofouling 

exceeding light fouling, or 

3) A vessel or structure; or moving from a Marine Pathways Place (refer I ‘Maps’)  to 

another a Marine Pathways Place (refer I ‘Maps’) that has biofouling exceeding 

light fouling, or 

that is not authorised the Biosecurity Act 1993, is a non-complying activity. 

Note: The Marine Pathway Management Plan for Northland limits biofouling to light 

fouling on vessels entering Northland or moving between Marine Pathway Plan designated 

‘places’, unless authorised by an exemption under the Biosecurity Act 1993. 

The RMA activities this rule covers:The RMA activities this rule covers:The RMA activities this rule covers:The RMA activities this rule covers: 

• Deposit a marine pest, in, on, or under any foreshore or seabed in a manner that 

has or is likely to have an adverse effect on the foreshore or seabed (s12(1)(d). 

• Discharge a marine pest into water (s15(1)(a). 

• Introduce or plant any marine pest in, on, or under any foreshore or seabed 

12(1)(f). 

• Bring a marine pest into any coastal marine area (s12(3)). 

 

Farm environment plans 

Author: Ben Tait 

13. After finalising the reply report, Federated Farmers provided me with their position on the 

role of farm environment plans (FEPs) with respect to the Proposed Plan (Appendix C).  

In summary, their position aligns with my recommendation to not mandate the use of 

FEPs and their regulatory role should be considered at a future date.  

C.6.8.2 Discharges from contaminated land  

Author: Michael Payne 
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14. Since the release of the reply report I have given further thought to Mr Proffitt’s and Mr 

Hunt’s recommendations in relation to the use of a “lines of evidence” approach for light 

non-aqueous phase liquids (LNAPL) and dense non-aqueous phase liquids(DNAPL) and 

the use of a transmissivity threshold LNAPL. 

15.  I agree with Mr Hunt3 in that including a transmissivity threshold for LNAPL is useful 

because it provides a clear, measurable threshold to determine compliance with the 

permitted activity standard. 

16. I also agree with the reasoning Mr Proffitt sets out in Paragraph 1.12 of his evidence 

which in summary advocates for the flexibility provided by the lines of evidence 

approach.  

17. I recommend that the Proposed Plan provides for both a transmissivity threshold and a 

lines of evidence approach for LNAPL as set out below:  

C.6.8.2 Discharges from ContamC.6.8.2 Discharges from ContamC.6.8.2 Discharges from ContamC.6.8.2 Discharges from Contaminated landinated landinated landinated land    

…………    

3)       light non-aqueous phase liquids (LNAPLs4) must not have a LNAPL transmissivity of 

less than 0.001 0.07 square metres per day, or a suitably qualified and experienced 

practitioner must certify that the LNAPL is unlikely to be mobile using a lines of 

evidence approach, and5 

… 

18. In respect to DNAPL, I had previously recommended deleting the clause relating to 

DNAPL based on the evidence provided by Mr Proffitt6. Having considered the evidence 

provided by Mr Hunt7 I see there is some benefit in retaining C.6.8.2(4) and applying a 

lines of evidence approach to assessing the risk from these substances. I recommend 

the Hearing Panel adopt Mr. Hunts recommendation with minor amendments, as shown 

below:   

                                                

3 Northland Regional Council, Hunt Para’s 29 - 38 
4 Light non-aqueous phase liquids are liquids that are not soluble and have a specific gravity less than 

1 
5 Northland Regional Council, Hunt 
6 The Oil Companies, Proffitt. Paragraph 5.43 
7 Northland Regional Council, Hunt Para’s 30 - 42 
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C.6.8.2 DischaC.6.8.2 DischaC.6.8.2 DischaC.6.8.2 Discharges from Contaminated landrges from Contaminated landrges from Contaminated landrges from Contaminated land    

… 

4)       for dense non-aqueous phase liquids (DNAPL)(7) 8a suitably qualified and experienced 

practitioner must certify that the DNAPL is unlikely to be are not mobile and in free phase form 

using a lines of evidence approach, and9 

… 

  

                                                

8 Dense non-aqueous phase liquids are liquids that are not soluble and have a specific gravity greater 
than 1 

9 Northland Regional Council, Hunt 
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Appendix A – Air Quality Technical Assessment 

Relating to Proposed Regional Plan 
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Appendix B – Legal Advice Memo   

MEMOMEMOMEMOMEMO    

 

 

ISSUESISSUESISSUESISSUES    

    

1. On 2 November 2018, James Griffin asked for advice on Rule C.1.7.7. in the Proposed 

Regional Plan.  I discussed the issues by telecom and email with James and Sophia Clark 

on 2 and 5 November. 

 

2. The Biosecurity Act 1993 (BSABSABSABSA) provides for infringement offences.  However, regional 

councils are not able to issue infringement notices under the BSA because there are 

currently no regulations in place that allow this.  NRC want to use Rule C.1.7.7. to issue 

infringement notices in relation to marine pests under the RMA.   

 

3. James told me that Rule C.1.7.7. as currently worded is the same highlighted text as 

clause 2) below. James suggested clause 1) with the BSA exemptions, either to replace 

or be added to clause 2). 

    

C.1.7.7 C.1.7.7 C.1.7.7 C.1.7.7  

Introduction of marine pests Introduction of marine pests Introduction of marine pests Introduction of marine pests ----    nonnonnonnon----complying activitycomplying activitycomplying activitycomplying activity 

 

Any: 

 

1) navigation, mooring or anchoring of a vessel or the relocation or 

placement of a structure that contains, or is likely to contain any marine 

pest, or 

2) introduction of any marine pest into coastal waters that is not a 

discretionary activity under rule C.1.7.5 ‘In-water vessel hull and niche 

area cleaning – discretionary activity’,  

 

that is not authorised or subject to an 'exemption' or a 'notice of direction' under 

the Biosecurity Act 1993, is a non-complying activity. 

 

The RMA activities this rule covers: 

 

• Deposit a marine pest, in, on, or under any foreshore or seabed in a 

manner that has or is likely to have an adverse effect on the foreshore or 

seabed (s12(1)(d).  

• Discharge a marine pest into water (s15(1)(a).  

To: James Griffin, Ben Lee & Sophia Clark 

From: Karenza de Silva 

Date: 5 November 2018 

Re:Re:Re:Re:    PROPOSED REGIONAL PLAN PROPOSED REGIONAL PLAN PROPOSED REGIONAL PLAN PROPOSED REGIONAL PLAN ––––    RULE C.1.7.7. RULE C.1.7.7. RULE C.1.7.7. RULE C.1.7.7. ----    MARINE PESTS & BIOFOULING MARINE PESTS & BIOFOULING MARINE PESTS & BIOFOULING MARINE PESTS & BIOFOULING     
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• Introduce or plant any marine pest in, on, under or over any foreshore or 

seabed 12(1)(f) and 12(3)(a).  

• Introduce a marine pest into coastal waters (s12(3)).  

ADVICEADVICEADVICEADVICE    

    

4. We discussed the word “introduction”.  I agree with Ben’s view that inclusion of the 

word “introduction” in the Rule will cause difficulties.  The dictionary definition of 

“introduction” includes “bring (something, …..) into use or operation for the first time”.  

If the marine pest is already present or likely to be present in the area, then the Rule is 

not enforceable. 

 

5. It is important that Rule C.1.7.7 is consistent with the Regional Pest and Marine Pathway 

Management Plan (P&M PMPP&M PMPP&M PMPP&M PMP). 

 

6. Sophia referred me to the attached Rules 10.1.1 and 10.1.2 in the P&M PMP which 

include the following wording: 

 

….. 

 

Definition: ‘Lightfouling’ is defined as: small patches (up to 100 millimetres in 

diameter) of visible fouling, totalling less than five percent of the hull and niche 

areas.  A slime layer and/or any species of barnacles are allowable fouling. 

 

A breach of Rules 10.1.1 and 10.1.2 will create an offence under section 

154N(19) of the Act. However, if these Rules are breached and the following 

three criteria are each met, the Council will not prosecute and instead will issue 

a notice of direction pursuant to s122 of the Act;  

1. There is a current Antifouling Declaration for the craft; and  

2. The owner or person in charge of the craft provides documents to Council that 

confirm application of antifouling paint to the craft in accordance with 

manufacturer's instructions within the preceding 12 months of the date the 

declaration was made; and  

3. Macrofouling or filamentous algae does not exceed 15% of the visible hull 

surface. 

 

Exemptions to rules 10.1.1 and 10.1.2 are listed below…… 

 

7. The term “Light fouling” is defined in the PRP as “A slime layer, and any extent of 

barnacles and small patches (up to 100mm in diameter) of visible macrofouling totalling 

less than 5% of the normally wetted hull and niche areas.”  I note that this definition is 

not identical to the definition in the P&M PMP.  I think the definition in the PRP is 

clearer than the definition in the P&M PMP.  Therefore, I do not think the PRP definition 

of “Light fouling” should be amended. 

 

8. I will leave James and Ben to discuss with Sophia the correct wording for references in 

the PRP to the P&M PMP.  I note that: 

(a) The title of the P&M PMP is “Regional Pest and Marine Pathway Management 

Plan”. 

(b) The P&M PMP is referred to in the PRP as “Marine Pathway Plan”. 
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(c) The P&M PMP is referred to in my amended wording below as “Marine Pathway 

Management Plan for Northland”. 

 

9. My view is that the following amended wording (drafted with input from Sophia and 

James) for Rule C.1.7.7 is enforceable and is consistent with the P&M PMP. 

 

C.1.7.7 C.1.7.7 C.1.7.7 C.1.7.7     

Marine pests and Marine pests and Marine pests and Marine pests and biofoulingbiofoulingbiofoulingbiofouling    ----    nonnonnonnon----complying activitycomplying activitycomplying activitycomplying activity    

Any: 

1) vessel or moveable structure with a marine pest present; or 

2) vessel or structure: entering Northland; or moving from one designated 

'place' and entering a separate designated 'place' in Northland as prescribed 

in the Marine Pathway Management Plan for Northland (ref maps), that has 

biofouling, exceeding “light fouling”, or 

3) activity that is not a discretionary activity under rule C.1.7.5 ‘In-water vessel 

hull and niche area cleaning – discretionary activity’,  

that is not authorised under the Resource Management Act 1991 or the 

Biosecurity Act 1993, is a non-complying activity. 

Note: The Marine Pathway Management Plan for Northland limits biofouling to 

light fouling on vessels entering Northland or moving between Marine Pathway 

Plan designated ‘places’, unless authorised by an exemption under the Biosecurity 

Act 1993.  

 

The RMA activities this rule covers: 

• Deposit a marine pest, in, on, or under any foreshore or seabed in a manner 

that has or is likely to have an adverse effect on the foreshore or seabed 

(s12(1)(d)).  

• Introduce or plant any marine pest in, on, or under any foreshore or seabed 

12(1)(f).  

• Bring a marine pest into any coastal marine area (s12(3)). 

• Discharge a marine pest into water (s15(1)(a)).   
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Appendix C – Federated Farmers letter   
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